It has been shown by R. H. Bing [1] that if AT is a simplicial complex which triangulates a 3-ball, a is a spanning 1-simplex of K (i.e. o-n 8K=do) and Kir) simplicially collapses (where Km is an rth derived subdivision), then the bridge number of o, br (a), is less than or equal to 2r +1. The proof is to be found in [3] . The following theorem shows that, in a sense, Bing's result is the best possible.
Introduction.
Definitions. Each polyhedral knot of S1 in F3 can, for some integer n, be represented as « straight linear arcs running from the top face of the unit 3-cube to its bottom face (and otherwise contained in the interior of the cube), together with n polyhedral arcs on the boundary of the cube. If « is a knot of S1 in E3, then its bridge number, br («), is the smallest integer « for which such a representation is possible. If S1 is a simple closed curve in a 3-ball B3, S1 is in n-bridgeposition in B3 if there is a polyhedral homeomorphism of B3 to the unit 3-cube sending S1 to « straight spanning arcs of the cube and « arcs in its boundary, as described above. Schubert's paper [5] contains most of the fundamental work on bridge numbers. Note that a knot with bridge number one is always unknotted, but that there are many interesting knots with bridge number two (e.g. the trefoil and the [March Throughout, the notation X\ Y means that the polyhedron X polyhedrally collapses to a subpolyhedron Y. K\ L means that the simplicial complex K simplicially collapses to a subcomplex L. Definitions of these concepts are to be found in [6] .
The purpose of this paper is to prove the theorem stated above. The main idea of the proof is fairly simple although the details become a little involved. Figure 1 illustrates the principal idea when r = 0. The theorem then says that given any knot with bridge number two, the 3-ball can be triangulated by a simplicially collapsible complex which contains a spanning 1-simplex knotted with the given knot type. Take the given knot S1 in 2-bridge position in a cube C, with one of the arcs of S1 n 8C in the top face of C, the other in the bottom face. Figure 1 shows the trefoil knot in this way. Remove from Cthe interior of a regular neighbourhood of the two spanning arcs, glue a second cube C onto the bottom face of C (as shown) and remove from C a neighbourhood of a standard (i.e. unknotted) {/-shaped spanning arc of C, so that a knotted hole has now been bored out of C u C. Insert a cylinder F to plug the hole, (see Figure 1) , at the bottom of the {/-shaped hole, to obtain a ball B. A straight arc a in F from the left-hand face to the right-hand face is a spanning arc of B knotted in the required way. B collapses polyhedrally as follows. Collapse C to its top face (less two discs), together with the boundary of the U-tube, F, and the disk D (see Figure 1 again). F can now be collapsed onto its two vertical disk faces, Dx and F2, say, plus P n D. D can now be removed. What remains is C, less two standard holes (as S1 was in 2-bridge position in C), with a disk across an end of each hole (these disks are the boundaries of the "arms" of the {/-tube together with Dx and D2) and this collapses. This polyhedral collapse can be triangulated, but the triangulation would (probably) not give a 1-simplex a, as mentioned above, going straight across F. However, by a cone construction it is fairly simple to extend the triangulation of 8P-(D°X u D°2) to a new triangulation of P which does have such a 1-simplex, so that the collapsing, in so far as it affects F, can still be performed in a simplicial way, and the remainder of the simplicial collapse is as before.
When r>0, the proof is similar, but one then has 2r+1 tubes removed from C and 2r tubes removed from C. It is then expedient to have the "plug" F occupying most of the hole removed from C u C. In the polyhedral collapsing, F is then collapsed onto 2r+1 disks together with an arc.
The details of the proof will follow some preliminary lemmas.
Preliminary results.
Lemma 1. Let S1 be a simple closed polyhedral curve in n-bridge position in a 3-ball F3. Let sx, s2,..., sn be the arcs of S1 which span B3 andfor each i= 1, 2,..., «, let N, be a regular neighbourhood of st in B3 such that Nt r\N¡= 0 if i=£j, and Ntn dB3 is a pair of disks. Let D¡ be one of these two disks. Then the closure of (F3-Uf=i /Vj) u U"=i A collapses polyhedrally.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. As S1 is in «-bridge position it may be assumed that B3 is the unit cube C, and that the s, are straight spanning arcs of C. It may further be assumed, (after a homeomorphism of C), that the s, are actually vertical, that the D¡ lie in the bottom face, FB, of the cube, and (by the uniqueness theorem for regular neighbourhoods) that Ni = ir-lDi where n:C-^FB is the vertical projection. Then choice of notation we may assume that the arcs occur in the order b0, s0, bx,sx,..., bn, sn on k. For each /, OSiSn, let F¡ be the point bt n s¡, and let Fi+1/2 be the point Si n ¿i+1. An adjustment by a homeomorphism will insure that b0 is in the top face of C, and that each of bx, b2,..., bn is in the bottom face of C. Let C be a second 3-dimensional cube, whose top face agrees with the bottom face of C.
Now for each /, 1 S iSn, let F¡ be a polyhedral disk in C such that (1) F¡ n SC = SF¡ n dC' = bi, and (2) We now choose a triangulation of C u C with respect to which all of the polyhedra which have previously been defined become subcomplexes. If Zx is such a subcomplex, and Z2 is a subcomplex of the second derived subdivision of this triangulation, with \Zx\cz\Z2\, let N(ZX, Z2) denote the polyhedron underlying the simplicial neighbourhood of \ZX\ in Z2. This particular triangulation will be used only to define various regular neighbourhoods.
Let M be the closure inCuC of (C u C') -N(sn, C). Then M is a polyhedral 3-ball. Let F be N(s0 U cx U sx U c2 U-• -U c", M), and for each /, OSiSn, let D¡ be N(P¡, dC), and let Di+X Our task now is to triangulate M so that the collapse described above can be carried out simplicially in an rth derived of the triangulation, and so that the triangulation has a spanning 1-simplex which is of the same knot type as k. The final step in the argument is to show that the rth derived of this triangulation collapses simplicially. Now, since K collapses, F<r>, an rth derived of F, collapses, [2] or [6] , and hence r|Fr| -> M triangulates the previously described polyhedral collapse of M. Hence the polyhedral collapse can be followed simplicially in Kx) until we reach Simplexes in H(D x [0, «]). However, at this stage, the polyhedral collapse collapses H(D x [0, «]) onto H(X). But the complex F has been chosen so that F(r) has a subcomplex Lx such that \LX\ = X and Lw \ Lx. (Note: The sub division K[r) of Kx can be chosen to be compatible with F(r).) Hence in our triangulation of M we may follow the polyhedral collapse as far as M\ C" u [U"=o A]-C~ is triangulated by a subcomplex F2 of K(xr) and the disks Dt by subcomplexes of Lw. We may now collapse K2 simplicially to a subcomplex K3 which is 2-dimensional and such that r(K3) u [U?=o A] is polyhedrally collapsible. But any polyhedrally collapsible 2-complex is simplicially collapsible and so the triangulation on the U?=o A is irrelevant. Hence an rth derived of the triangulation we have described is simplicially collapsible. This establishes the theorem.
